Citation Guide for Video projects in Bio7


The developers of this citation style, Council of Science Editors (CSE), were formerly known as the Council of Biology Editors (CBE).

Examples are provided in **Name-Year format**. Bibliography items are listed alphabetically at the end of the research paper. If none of these examples seem appropriate, consult the CSE Manual available in **Tisch Reference T11.S386**.

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Electronic Book**


**Journal Article**


**Electronic Encyclopedia Article**


**Dissertation/Thesis**

Conference Paper


Conference Abstract


Technical Report


Web Page (With No Author Listed)


Music Recordings


Online Multimedia

Images/Works of art online

From Digital Libraries


From a Web site:


For an image without copyright restrictions use the word, courtesy in the credit:


For an image under copyright restrictions:

Permission must be granted to reproduce work of art under copyright restrictions. Author, title, publication details, copyright date, and then page number, plate number or figure number. Once permission has been granted, use the following format.

NOTE: If using online images, page, plate and figure numbers may not be applicable.